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This paper proposes a characterisation of some iterative phenomena in the operational behaviour of 
Horn clause languages. The termination and the size of the SLD tree of a set of Horn clauses are 
difficult to estimate or establish if some rules are recursive. These problems are often based on an 
iterative application of one or more sequences of rules. 
We have proposed a new syntactical object, the weighted graph, which is a generalisation of the 
directed graph. In this formalism, the trees are not rational because of their infinity of variables. and 
they have been established to be the most general fixpoints of the binary recursive rules (i.e. 
p(t,, . . ..t.)tp(t;, . . . . t;).). this corresponding to a bi-infinite application of such rules. In the finite 
and infinite cases, the weighted graphs could give an approximation of the finite or infinite sequence 
of inferences with respect to one binary rule. 
The goal of this paper is to show that the mathematical framework of the operational semantic of 
Horn clauses languages, i.e. systems of equations and their notions of unification and solvability, 
most general solution can be extended to formalise any iterative application of binary rules, i.e. for 
any finite, infinite or bi-infinite number of iterations. This is based on a new kind of systems of 
equations, called ,jat systems, whose concepts can be easily extended through their iterative 
interpretation to weighted systems. 
1. Introduction 
In comparison to the substitutions, advantages of systems of equations are numer- 
ous even if the very many equivalent forms of a system of equations and the number of 
variables which it may contain are sometimes a source of inefficiency because they can 
lead to useless computations. Within the systems of equations, the composition (i.e. 
union) is commutative and associative. The notion of idempotence is useless; and at 
a deeper level, they can express the notion of failure, i.e. the class of unsolvable systems 
of equations. A consequence of this last remark is that by analysing the reason for the 
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failure, the nature of the failure can be made very useful for improving the resolution 
by a more intelligent backtracking [3]. Lastly, the notion of systems of equations can 
be easily extended to rational trees [7] or the notion of system of disequations [6] (or 
inequations [S]), even that of system of constraints. 
The goal of this article is to show that the main notions, properties and algorithms 
of the systems of equations can be extended to weighted systems of equations, which 
are iteratively interpreted on a finite or infinite number of iterations in order to 
formalise the operational behaviour of binary rules. 
In Section 1, the main notions used are recalled. Section 2 is devoted to introducing 
a particular kind of systems of equations, named flat systems. Any system has an 
equivalent flat form. This allows a much simpler simplification algorithm. In Section 
3, the flat system is extended by an iterative interpretation within Vur x Z (i.e. the set of 
variables indexed by relative integers), and their simplification and solvability algo- 
rithms will be formally studied. Lastly, we show the link between the weighted systems 
and the binary rules. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, some basic notions and results about substitutions and systems 
of equations are briefly recalled. More detailed informations can be found in 
[7,15,17,24]. 
2.1. Terms 
Let Vur be a (possibly infinite) set of variables, which are denoted by capital letters. 
Let F be a ranked alphabet of function symbols denoted by small letters. The set 
Term(F, Var) is the set of all finite terms (or trees) built on Var and F. The set of 
variables occurring in a term t is denoted by Vur(t). 
2.2. Substitutions 
A substitution c is a mapping from Vur into Term(F, Vur) such that its domain, i.e. 
the set of variables which are transformed by (T, is finite. The set of substitutions is 
denoted Subst. The substitution is said to be ground (or binding) if its range is empty. 
The pre-ordering < on the set of terms Term(F, Vur) or on the set of substitutions 
Subst(F, Vur) is defined as usual, t is more general than t’ (t < t’) if there exists o such 
that a(t)=t’ (pi 60~: 30, a(al)=az). The associated equivalence relation = induces 
a partial ordering on Subst/, . Eder [IS] proposed to consider the set of idempotent 
substitutions (i.e. a(a)=o), ISubstT (ISubst and a top element) and established that 
(ISubstT/,, <) is a complete lattice, i.e. a poset where every subset has a least upper 
bound (lub) and a greatest lower bound (glb) and, moreover, a finite number of lower 
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bounds. The substitution otv denotes the restriction of c to a subset V of Vuu 
(i.e. gt,,(X)=c(X) for XEV, atv (X)=X, otherwise. 
Moreover, Palamidessi [24] proposed new composition operator which is 
commutative, because its definition is based on the commutative composition (i.e. 
union) of systems of equations. 
2.3. SJjstems of equations 
The systems of equations is a nice mathematical framework of the operational 
semantics of Horn clauses languages, because of more elegant and useful properties 
(see Table 1). An equation is an expression of the form t = t’ where t and t’ are terms. 
A set of equations S is said to be solvable if there exists a ground (or binding) 
Table 1 
Systems of equations 
Simplijcation 
(1) Term decomposition 
f(t,....,t.)=.f(t;,...,t~) 
(2) Removal of trivial equations 
x=x 
(3) Swap 
t = x (f 4 Var) 
(4) Canonical variable 
X=Y 
(5) Variable elimination in left-hand side 
X=t, X=t’(t,t’$Var) 
(depth(t)$depth(t’)) 
replace by t,=t;,...,r,,=tL 
delete the equation 
replace by X = t 
replace X by Y everywhere else 
replace X=t by t=t’ 
Solvability 
(1) Failure rule 
$/(t1, . ..> r,)-_g(G, . ..> t:) 
(2) Occur-check 
~X,=t,,...,X,=t, such that ViEIO,k],Xi+lmodkfIEVar(ti) 
Most general solution 
(1) Variable elimination in right-hand side 
x=t, replace X by tx everywhere else 
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substitution 0 such that for any equation t = t’ of S, r~ makes t and t’ equal: a(t) = a(~‘). 
These ground substitutions are called the solutions of the system, S. They are all the 
ground substitutions greater than or equal to the most general unifier (or most general 
solution) of S. 
A system of equations S is said to be more general than another system S’, if any 
solution of S’ is a solution of S (i.e. S<S’ iff Solutions(S)~So/utions(S’)). Thus, two 
systems of equations are equivalent iff they have the same solutions. Let us denote by 
Equa the set of finite systems of equations. Lassez et al. [17] have proved that (&~a/_, 
5) is a complete lattice. 
The above algorithm to compute this mgu is based on the nondeterministic series of 
transformations that can be decomposed into three stages: simplification, solving and 
mgu computation. 
3. Flat systems of equations 
One of the problems of systems of equations is the disymmetric representation of 
the equalities (X= Y), where X and Y are variables. To avoid that, the equalities of 
variables can be expressed by an explicit equivalence relation in Var. Moreover, the 
very many forms of the equations forces one to multiply the number of transforma- 
tions in the simplification algorithm (cf. previous algorithm). Here, to simplify that, the 
equations are supposed to be already “graded”, i.e. the left-hand side of any equation 
is an equivalence class of variables, and the right-hand side is a term of depth 1 and the 
leafs are other equivalence classes of variables. 
Definition 3.1. A flat system S is the union of: 
l an equivalence relation $% on a finite subset of variables Vur(S), 
l a finite set of flat equations in the following form: C =f(C,, . . , C,) where C, C1, 
C, are some equivalence classes of !R andf is a function symbol of arity n. 
Example 3.2. 
l Equivalence relation: % = { { U, V}, ( X, Y }, { Z} }. 
l Flat equations: {{X, Y}=f‘{Z)}. 
Definition 3.3. The union of two flat systems is the flat system composed from the 
union of their equivalence relations and the union of their flat equations. 
Definition 3.4. A flat system S is said to be solvable if there exists a ground substitu- 
tion G which makes all the equations true and is compatible with respect to the 
equivalence relation, i.e. two equivalent variables are instantiated by the same ground 
term by 0. 
Such a substitution is called a complete solution of S and CSolutions(S) denotes the 
set of the complete solutions of S. 
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Informally, a flat system corresponds to the union of 
l the set of equations between variables: {X = Y 1 X‘% Y} 
l thesetoftheflatequations:{C=f(C,,...,C,)IC=f(C,,...,C,)ES},where~isthe 
canonical element of C. 
Example 3.5. The system (Example 3.2), 1, is equivalent to the usual system 
{U= V, x= Y, X=f(Z)}. 
However, in order to show that any system of equations has an equivalent flat form, 
in addition to VW, a new set of variables Vurint (internal variables), is considered. In the 
operational semantics, such differences exist also between the variables of goal and the 
fresh variables of the resolution. The variables of VUrint will be denoted by greek 
letters. 
Definition 3.6. A ground substitution is said to be a partial solution (in short, 
a solution) of a flat system S if there exists a complete solution (T, such that cr = oJvar: 
Solutions(S)= { OcfVar (a,ECSolution(S)]. 
In other words, the variables occurring in a flat system S are elements of Vur u Vurin, 
and the solutions of S are going to be the ground substitutions on Vur, i.e. without any 
information about instantiation of the internal variables. 
Definition 3.7. Let S and S’ be two flat systems, S is said to be more general than S’ if 
any solution of S is a solution of S 
S<S’ 9 Solutions(S)2Solutions(S’). 
Thus, S and S’ are said to be equivalent (S-S’) if they have the same solutions. 
Two flat systems are said to be completely equivalent if they share the same 
complete solutions. 
Theorem 3.8. The structures, (Equul,, 5) and (FlutEqua/_, 5) are isomorphic. 
Lemma 3.9. Any system of equations S can be expressed in the,form of u,fiut system 
Sf such that: 
0 Solutions(S) = Solutions(&) 
l The restriction mapping Tvar is a bijection from CSolutions(S,) to Solutions(&). 
Proof. By adding internal variables of I’arint, any equation can be decomposed into 
a set of flat equations and equalities between variables. 
{f(f(W> y)=f(s(u),z)}-{C(=.f(p, Y), P=f(X), 
y=f(&Z), s=g(E), E=u, a=.J}, 
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where the variables CI , . . . , E (greek letters) are internal variables. Let us remark that the 
number of occurrences of function symbols is unchanged. 0 
Corollary 3.10. The structure (FlatEqual,, I) is a complete lattice. 
The particular form of the equations that we consider here can induce a much 
simpler simplification algorithm (see Table 2). 
Theorem 3.11. This three-stage algorithm is finite and computes the most general 
solution of a jlat system if and only if it is solvable. Otherwise, it will return failure. 
Proof. This algorithm terminates because of the decrease of the number of equiva- 
lence relations after transformation (1) (of Table 2). Obviously, the simplification is 
Table 2 
Flat systems of equations 
Simplification 
(1) Top-down merge of classes 
C=.f(C,....,C,) 
C=J(Ci, . . ..C.) 
merge the classes, Ci and CI 
Solrability 
(1) Failure rule 
3 C=f(C,, . . . . C,), c=gAc;, . . . . C.) 
(2) Occur-check 
$Co=to,...,Ck=tk where Vis[O,k], C,+,,,dlr+l~Var(t,) 
Most general solution 
In this order: 
(a) Replace the flat system by its system form 
- C=J’(C,,...,C,) replace by C=f(C,, . . . . C,) 
- CE’H replace by X=CVX(#C)eC 
(b) Variable elimination in right-hand side 
x=t replace X by t in the other equations 
(c) Removal of internal equation 
r = t (as Varin,) delete the equation 
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correct because these transformations are a subset of the general transformations. 
Moreover, they are sufficient and the solvability and most general solution computa- 
tions are mostly unchanged, but the notion of a variable has been replaced by that of 
an equivalence class of the variable. Let us note that this simplification algorithm does 
not change the flat equations, it only computes by a “top-down” strategy an equiva- 
lence relation. 0 
In some cases, it is important to express equalities between variables as explicitly as 
possible. 
Definition 3.12. A flat system S is said to be minimal if all pair of variables X and 
Y such that X and Y are substituted by the same term in all the complete solutions of 
S, are equivalent in the equivalence relation of S: 
vx, YE vur u vurint, X‘iH Y 0 voECSolutions(S), a(X)=a( Y). 
Theorem 3.13. The simplification-minimalization algorithm (Table 3) applied to a 
solvable flat system computes its unique minimal form. 
Proof. This algorithm terminates because of the decrease of the number of equiva- 
lence relations. Moreover, the transformations preserve the complete equivalence of 
flat systems. Let S1 and S2 be two minimal forms of a solvable flat system S, all the free 
classes (i.e. not occurring on left-hand side) or the classes of which right-hand sides are 
constants are identical. By induction, it is easy to prove that S1 and S2 have the same 
equivalence relations. The algorithm does not change the equations of S, so S1 and 
S2 are identical. 
In other words, the minimal form corresponds to the greatest equivalence relation 
(‘CR), i.e. that which expresses all the necessary equalities between the variables. Let us 
note that the approach is quite opposite to the variable elimination rule of the 
Robinson algorithm and this minimalization algorithm could be easily extended 
within the rational terms, i.e. without occur-check. If, for improving the resolution of 
Table 3 
Simplification-minimalization algorithm 
(1) Top-down merge of classes 
C=J-(C,,...,C”) merge the classes, Ci and C; 
c=f(c;,...,C:) 
(2) Bottom-up merge of classes 
C=f(C,, . ..>C”) merge the classes, C and C’ 
C’=f(C1,...,C,) 
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Prolog programs by analysis of the computation trace (intelligent backtracking), the 
equations are indexed by a value indicating when this constraint was added [3], it is 
easy to see that this algorithm may be adapted to take into account this information, 
i.e. by checking that they have the same origin before merging. 
In addition to the dimension of a solvable system of equations, i.e. the number of 
free variables (i.e. the number of free classes in its flat form), the number of occurrences 
of function symbols (i.e. the number of flat equations) could be considered too, 
because this value is the least and, therefore, characteristic in the minimal form of 
a flat system. 0 
4. Weighted systems 
The variables occurring in a set of Horn clauses are formal in the sense that the 
semantics of a Horn clause is obtained by adding universal quantifiers in front of the 
clause. During the resolution, before applying any rule, it is well-known that the 
Prolog interpreter must rename these formal variables for transforming into real fresh 
variables. The simplest way is to index the variables by integers which correspond to 
the number of inferences: 
p(X, Yb-4X, Z) r(Z Y) 
ith inference: p(Xi, Yi)c4(Xi,Zi) r(Zi, q). 
In this section, a similar feature appears in the weighted systems in which formal 
variables of Vur are iteratively interpreted as indexed variables of Vur x Z. For 
generalising the notion of flat systems, based on equivalence relations of variables and 
flat equations, we are going to define weighted equivalence relations and weighted flat 
equations. 
4.1. Weighted relations 
The equivalence relations on Var x Z that we are going to consider in order to 
formalise the iterative application of binary rules are the simplest ones. However, the 
aim of the weighted systems can be studied within more sophisticated equivalence 
relations. 
Definition 4.1. Let 9 be an interval of Z (i.e. the set of relative integers), the basic 
equivalence relation on Vur x .a that we consider is formalized by the following 
elementary graph, where X and Y are any variables, and w is a natural integer: 
X&Y. 
This says that the indexed variables of X and Y are equivalent up to adding w to the 
indexes of Y: {Xi= Y,+,IV’~,~+WES). 
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Definition 4.2. A weighted relation 93 is a set of basic relations, i.e. a direct graph of 
which the nodes are labelled by symbols of the variable and the arrows are weighted 
by relative integers. 
The interpretation on 9 of $93, denoted ‘31(y), is the transitive closure of the union of 
the interpretation on 9 of all its arrows. 
Given a subset of symbols of variables Vur’ the interpretation on 3 of % in VW’, 
denoted !R r Var, (.g), is the restriction of its interpretation to Vur’ (i.e. without taking 
the equivalence relations on the other variables into account). 
Example 4.3. In the flat systems, let us recall that the variables of Vur will be denoted 
by capital roman letters and those of VUYint by greek letters, as in Fig. 1. 
Thus, the interpretation on Vur is the following equivalence relation: Vi~[l, n- 11, 
Xi= I/.. Let us note that this weighted relation is different from the following one: 
0 
X------,Y: V’iE[l,Pz], xi= K. 
The internal variables look like filters between what will be the “original” variables, 
the internal variables being added to express a certain kind of side effects. 
Proposition 4.4. Let ‘% be a weighted relation, i and i + w two elements of interval qf 
interpretation #, and X and Y tM?o cariuhles. Then 
xi= r,,,, 0 jy n2 ,. . . . W’ ; . .a y, 
where wi are positive or negutive integers (depending on the direction qf the arrow used) 
such that 
VkCl, nl, E.F and w= 1 w,. 
WI=1 
Such a path is denoted bql X 4 Y. A variuble X is periodic if there exists X & X, 
where w is dijterent from zero. 
Informally, a weighted relation looks like a Minsky machine, more precisely, 
a one-register automaton; Xi and I; are equivalent iff from the input pair (state: X, 
counter: i), the output (state: Y, counter: j) can be reached. The transitions are the 
arrows, U 4 V. Such transitions can be crossed if after increasing or decreasing the 
counter value (depending on the direction of the arrow) the counter still belongs to 
the interval of interpretation. 
x 1-*-1 y 
Interval of intcrprctation : [ 1, n] 
. vi E [l.?? - 11; A-;, = Q,+1 
vi E [l,?L - 11, Y; = a,+1 
Fig. 1. 
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Example 4.5. Figure 2 depicts the example. 
Definition 4.6. Given a set of variables Var let ‘93 and ‘93’ be two weighted relations. 
5% is said to be less than or equal to ‘3 if, for all intervals the interpretation of ‘3 is less 
than or equal to that of ‘3’: 
9I cyu,%’ 0 vx> ~~“,~(~)~~‘~V&V(~). 
Two weighted relations are said to be equivalent in Vur if they share the same 
interpretation in Var’ on all interval, 4: 
%=“v,,%’ 0 v.a> ~?“A~~)=~‘?“,l(J). 
In order to simplify the notations in the following, the set of variables Vur, on which 
the partial order is based will be assumed given. 
Theorem 4.7. The equivalence of two weighted relations is decidable. 
Proof. Let ‘93 and ‘III’ be two weighted relations, and X and Y two variables. Then the 
only difficult case is when X and Y are periodic and dependent on each other in both 
$93 and ‘93’. Otherwise, there is at most one path between X and Y in one of the 
weighted relations. 
First, we are going to compare the equivalence relations between variables Xi. We 
can compute the period of X which corresponds to the highest common factor of the 
total weights of the elementary looping paths. Let us suppose that X has the same 
period p in ‘93 and ‘3’; otherwise, they would not be equivalent. Let m and m’ be 
pa$rbIin ‘3 and z$ bof total weight equal to period p. We denote them by 
X& X and X A X, which means that the paths can be used in the interval of 
interpretation 9 if the counter of input state is greater than or equal to the lower 
bound of $+a (resp. +a’) and less than or equal to the upper bound of y- b (resp. 
-b’). Intuitively, if the counter values were too close to the bounds of the interval of 
Weighted relation 
Fig. 2. 
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interpretation, some arrows of the path m (resp. m’) could not be crossed because the 
current value counter would no longer belong to 4. Knowing now these two paths, 
weighted relations ‘% and %’ are equivalent about variable X iff their interpretations 
are equal in all interval of interpretation of size less than or equal to 
max(a +b, a’+ b’)+p. Indeed, we have only to check that the “side effects” are 
identical in % and %‘; these side effects are always the same in larger intervals. 
Let us consider now X and Y. If they are independent, i.e. there is no path between 
X and Y, then by applying the previous case, we can compare the equivalence 
relations between variables Xi (resp. Yi) in ‘% and $31’. Therefore, let us assume that 
X and Y are dependent and periodic in 9? and %‘. Then we can find minimal paths, 
from X to Y, of which weight is tk; ;mallest natural integer. Becausz,jhf,period is p, 
this weight is less than p. Let XL X be this path in ‘% and X A X be that 
path in a’. Similarly, !?I and %’ are equivalent iff they are equivalent on all interval of 
interpretation of size less than or equal to max(a + b + c + d, a’ + b’ + c’ + d’) + p. 
Hence, the equivalence problem of weighted relations can be reduced to the 
equivalence of their interpretation on a computable number of finite intervals of 
interpretation, i.e. those of size less than or equal to a computable constant. 0 
Corollary 4.8. Given a subset of variables, there is no infinite increasing sequence of 
weighted relations. 
Another proof (proposed to us by Michel Latteux) is based on the family of one- 
counter languages which is closed under quotient [19]. 
Proposition 4.9. The partial-ordered set of weighted relations, denoted (WR =, s), is 
a lattice such that ‘@IV!%2 and ‘%5i,A’%7, existfor all !%1,!82~WSE. 
For all f, the interpretation of the least upper bound (resp. greatest lower bound) of 
@2, and G2 is the least upper bound (resp. greatest lower bound) of the interpretation of 
‘@2, and ‘@2,: 
A consequence of this property will be that the simplification and the minimaliz- 
ation of a weighted system can be done formally, independent of the interval of 
interpretation. 
Example 4.10. Figure 3 depicts the example. 
Proof. ( WR =, L ) is a lattice because 
l The least upper bound of two weighted relations can be easily defined as the union 
of their graphs, if all the variables that they share belong to the set of variables on 
which the partial order is based. Otherwise, the common “internal” variables have 
to be renamed before computing the union of their graphs. Hence, for all interval, 
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the interpretation of the least upper bound is the least upper bound of their 
interpretations. 
l In the same way, the greatest lower bound of two weighted relations always exists. 
The empty weighted relation is a lower bound of any set of weighted relations. 
Moreover, there is no infinite increasing sequence of weighted graphs. Therefore, 
there exists a greatest lower bound. 
4.2. Weighted systems 
Definition 4.11. A weighted system ws is composed of a weighted relation and a set of 
flat equations: 
R (X=f(U, . ..> IV>, 
where X, U, W are any (internal or noninternal) variables. 
Example 4.12. Let ws be the following weighted system: 
l weighted relation: X 2 cc; 
0 flat equations: X=succ(a). 
We may write that in the form of a formal domino (see Fig. 4). 
Definition 4.13. Given 3 an interval of Z, the interpretation of a flat weighted system 
from 9 is the flat system obtained from the union of the complete interpretation of its 
z = [l,?l] 
v’i E [l, n- 11, X; = Y, 
v’i E [2,n], Xi = 1: 
vi E [2,72 - 11, X, = Y, 
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weighted relation (cf. Definition 4.1) and the interpretation of its flat equations is 
defined as follows: 
i~i==f(~i,..., ~)lV’~.B}, 
where Xi denotes the equivalence class of Xi. 
Example 4.14. The interpretation of ws (Example 4.12) from [0, n] is the following flat 
system: 
l equivalence relation based on the following equalities: {Xi = ai+ 1 1 V i~(0, n - 111; 
0 flat equations: i~j=SuCC(ii)IV’iE[O,n]). 
The flat equations express some constraints between variables having the same 
indices, on the other hand, the interpretation of the weighted relation shows the links 
between variables having different indices. In other words, the interpretation of 
a weighted system looks like a series of dominos, where 
l the ith domino is the set of flat equations whose index is i; 
l the weighted relation expresses the conditions to put them one after the other (see 
Fig. 5): 
Let us note that the most general solution (or unifier) of a flat system of equations 
does not take into account the internal variables. 
Example 4.15. The most general solution of weighted system ws (Examples 4.12 and 
4.13) from the interval [0, n] is 
{Xi/SUCC’(Xo)lV’iE[l,nl). 
In order to simplify the next simplification algorithm, the following transformation 
is introduced. 
Definition 4.16. Given ‘S, a weighted relation, the inherited weighted relation of 
U and V from X and Y is the transformation which consists in adding a copy of 
‘%f ix, r; where 
l all variables different from X and Y have been replaced by new internal variables; 
l X and Y have, respectively, been replaced by U and V if X and Y are different; 
otherwise, X has been replaced by U and the arrow U A V has been added. 
Example 4.17. Intuitively, let us consider two flat equations: {X =f( U), Y=f( V)}. 
Within the flat systems, a step of the simplification consists in adding the equality 
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(U = V) by merging the classes iJ and ?. In a similar way, within the weighted systems, 
such equalities have to be added but the equivalence relations between X and Y are 
more complex. The equivalence relations between X and Y have to be copied to U and 
I’. This is what we call the inherited weighted relation of U and V from X and Y (see 
Fig. 6). 
The simplification algorithm can be done formally, i.e. independent of the interval 
of interpretation. However, from most intervals of interpretation, except those whose 
size is smaller than a constant, the solvability part too can be done formally. These are 
extensions of the flat system algorithm (see Table 4). 
Theorem 4.18. The simplification algorithm applied to a weighted system ws finitely 
computes a weighted relation, called most general weighted unifier of ws. 
For all interval of interpretation, the interpretation of this simplified weighted system 
is the simplified form of the interpretation of ws. 
Proof. Because the new internal variables added by the merge transformations do not 
appear in the flat equations, there are more filter variables in the weighted relation 
than that are internal variables in the weighted systems. In others words, without loss 
of generality, we may assume that the interpretation of the weighted relations is done 
in the set of the original variables. Because the equivalence of two weighted relations is 
decidable, by marking the pair (X, Y) and unmarking the pair (Vi, Vi) of which 
relations have been increased, it is easy to define the sequence of transformations 
which computes this most general unifier. This computation is finite because there is 
no infinite increasing sequence of weighted relations. 0 
Example 4.19. Let us consider a very simple example where the simplification consists 
of one top-down merge (see Fig. 7). 
Proposition 4.20. The computation of the most general solution (cf previous algorithm) 






x = j(U) 
y = f(V) 
X = f(R) 
x = j(S) 
Fig. 6 
Inherited weighted relations 
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Table 4 
Weighted systems of equations 
Simplification 
(1) Top-down merge of classes 
X=1’(U’,...,LP) 
Y=f(V’,...,V”) 
for all i, add the inherited weighted relation 
of U’ and V’ from X and Y 
Soluabiliry on Z 
(1) Failure rule 
XI 
$XF Y, X=f(U’,..., Urn), Y=g(V’,___, V”) 
(2) Occur-check 
$X’=t’, . . ..Xk=t” (k>O) such that 
(a) ViE[O,k], YifVor(ti) YiAX1+lmodk+l, 
(b) ~,i=o,k,~,=~. 
Most general solution on .f 
a={X,/t(Xi)lXEVur, ViE4}, 
where t( ) is defined by 
(a) t(xi)=f(t(uj),...,t(~)) 
(b) t(X,)= Y, 
if 3 Yjl(Xi= Yj)~%(4) and Y=f(U, . . . . V)EWS, 
Y, is the canonical element of xi, otherwise. 
Weighted systern ‘I’op-down merge Simplified weighted system 
Ei “‘;IT’; jT1 
x- ’ z -‘Y uzv x’-z L Y 
I t 
(J ‘-Q-‘V 
0 i\ i\ 
2 2 2 
Fig. 7. 
Proof. Because of the simplification algorithm based on copies of arrows from root to 
frontier, this computation is confluent. 0 
Theorem 4.21. The solvability of all interpretation of a weighted system is decidable. 
Lemma 4.22. If a weighted system verifies the occur-check on all interval of interpreta- 
tion, then for any finite interval of interpretation, the computation of its most general 
solution always terminates. 
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Proof. If the occur-check is verified, then there is no loop in the computation of its 
most general unifier. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.21. First, two conflicting equations can appear in any interpreta- 
tion of ws if it contains at least two flat equacti;;, X=f( . ..). Y=g( . ..). 
such that X and Y are dependent, i.e. there is a path X 2 Y. Then in any interval 
of size greater than or equal to (a + b + w), these two conflicting equations will occur in 
the interpretation of ws: 
y=[m,m+a+b+w]: X,+,=f(...), X,+,2 Y,,,,,, 
Y m+a+w=g(...). 
Secondly, according to Lemma 4.22, the occur-check is not verified if we can find 
a loop in the most general computation, i.e. a series defined as follows: 
JX”=to, . . ..Xk=tk (k>O) such that 
(a) ViE[O,k], YiE Vur(t’), 
(b) yi&xi+lmodk+l, 
Cc) C(i=O,k) wi=". 
Let us note that if one of variables Y’ is periodic, all the others are periodic too 
because the copies from root to frontier of the loops in the simplification algorithm. In 
such a case, (c) is not necessary, in the sense that if (a) and (b) are verified, then we can 
find another series where (c) is also true. Otherwise, all variables K are not periodic. 
Then let us consider all the basic loops and their weight from a given variable. If their 
weights share are the same and are different from zero, then any looping path of the 
null weight does not exist because its weight is some sum of nonnull weights which are 
either all positive, or all negative. Otherwise, it is easy to find a path verifying 
conditions (a))(c). 0 
Remark 4.23. Let ws be a weighted system. Then there exists a computable constant 
Max(ws) such that the interpretation of ws is solvable on any interval iff the inter- 
pretation is solvable on an interval of size Max(ws). 
As in the flat systems, a minimalization algorithm can be described based on 
a bottom-up merge of classes (see Table 5). 
Theorem 4.24. The simplijication-minimalization algorithm applied to a weighted 
system ws finitely computes the unique minimal form of ws. 
For all interval of interpretation, the interpretation of this minimal weighted system is 
the minimal form of the interpretation of ws. 
Proof. The algorithm always terminates because the weighted relation increases after 
each merge and there is no infinite increasing sequence of weighted relations. The 
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Table 5 
Simplification-minimalization algorithm 
(1) Top-down merge of classes 
X=/(U’,...,U”) for all i, add the inherited weighted relation of U’ and V’ from X and Y 
Y=f‘( VI, . . . . V”) 
(2) Bottom-up merge of classes 
X=f(U’,...,U”) Let 3’ be the inherited weighted relation of X and Y from U’ and V’, 
Y=f( V’, ___) V”) addglb((9l~i~[l,n]~)(ifn=O,glb(~):X--_*X~ Y’_ Y) 
Wrighted systems Rott,olIlkup nlt’rges Minimal weighted systems 
W=a El Z=a c”\‘fc”A 1 1 W=a Z=a 
Fig. 8. 
minimal form of a flat system is unique. Hence, using Proposition 4.9 the minimaliz- 
ation can be done formally, i.e. independent of the interval of interpretation. 
This means that this minimal form mws of weighted system ws is unique and 
its interpretation from any interval 9 is the minimal form of the interpretation of ws 
from .f. 
Example 4.25. Figure 8 depicts the example. 
Example 4.26. Because the arity of function symbolfis unary, the pairs (X, Y) and 
(U, V) of variables inherit weighted relations from each other (see Fig. 9). 
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5. Applications within Horn clause languages 
Let us consider the Horn clause languages defined in the usual way as follows: 
p(t)+q1(t1), . . ..qn(ttIL 
where t and ti are terms built on F and Var. The predicate names are written with 
small letters. The rules that we are going to consider here are the binary rules: 
p(left)+-p(right). 
5.1. Binary rules 
Theorem 5.1. Any binary rule has a characteristic and computable weighted system ws 
such that, for all n (possibly injinite), the simplijied system of equations corresponding to 
n inferences by the binary rule is equivalent to ws interpreted in [l,n]. 
Proof. It is well known that during the resolution, before applying any rule, the 
formal variables of the rule have been renamed into fresh variables which do not 
appear anywhere else. The simplest way to do this is to put an additional index on all 
formal variable, which corresponds, for instance, to the number of the inference. 
ith inference: p(lefti)tp(righti). 
The sequence of inferences using the rule, leftcright, can be drawn in the for of a series 
of dominos (see Fig. 10): 
Fig. 10. 
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Like in the domino series, the ith domino can be followed by an i+ 1 th one, if terms 
lefti+ 1 and righti can be unified and this constraint is compatible with those of the 
others iterations. Hence, applying this binary rule n times is equivalent to solving the 
following system 
{lcfti+1=rightJV’iE[l,n-I]}. 
This system can be expressed in a weighted system form (see Fig. 11): 
Weighted relation : a L 13 
+ 
Flat equations : cy = left 1 ,O = right 
(their flat forms) 
Fig. 11. 
First, the equalities between terms (left. I+ 1 =right,) have been replaced by equalities 
between variables, (2 -‘p). Secondly, because of the flat form of the equations, the 
simplification can be done formally, i.e. without taking the number of inferences into 
account, even if the interval is infinite ([u, +x[ or ]-x,b]) or bi-infinite 
(Z=] -a, +m[). Intuitively, during the simplification of the weighted system, the 
equality constraints between terms have been reduced to equality constraints between 
indexed variables. 0 
Corollary 5.2. A binary rule can generate an in$nite sequence of injtirences (resp. 
without occur-check) ifSits weighted system is solvable on any interval of interpretation 
(resp. without occur-check). This property is decidable (<f Theorem 4.21). 
Example 5.3. Let us look at the following binary rule which expresses the associat- 
ivity rule of operator plus (see Fig. 12): 
\ 
Fig. 12. 
The iterative application of this rule is formalised by the following system: 
{assoc~P1us~P1u~~Xi+~~ K+l)3zi+l)) 
=USSOC(jIlUS(Xi,plUS(~,Zi)))IVi,i+lE.~}, 
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where the interval 9 is, for instance, [ 1, n], if the rule is applied n times, or [ 1, a[, if it 
is applied infinitely. 
For writing this system in a flat form, each symbol function is labelled by an 
internal variable, in particular, a and p are the internal variables of the left and right 
roots. Therefore, the above equalities can be expressed by the weighted relation: 
a A b (see Fig. 13). The simplification algorithm corresponds to a copy of (HL /I’) 
from root to frontier (see Fig. 14). 
The simplest way to implement the weighted systems is to understand them as 
one-counter root-to-frontier tree automata where the input states are c( and /J 
(see Fig. 15). 
The exact value of the ith left term (resp. ith right term) in the series of inferences is 
obtained by “unfolding” this automaton from the pair (state: CC, counter: i) (resp. the 
Weighted system 
I y = plus 
/\ 
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pair (state: /I, counter: i)). In particular, in the case of n inferences, the first and last 
terms correspond to the unfolding from (c(, 1) and (b, n). Any transition can be used if 
the new counter value still belongs to the interval Cl, n]. In this very simple example, 
the transitions express the simplified equations of the most general unifier: 
Remark 5.4. Let us note that if two possible transitions can be applied, the “unfold- 
ing” will be identical using any one because the weighted system is simplified. This 
confluence is a consequence of the top-down merge in the simplification algorithm. In 
all finite interval of interpretation, the “unfolding” always terminates (i.e. is noetherian 
within tree automata) because of the occur-check. 
A consequence is that to prove the termination of the resolution of a linear goal (i.e. 
it does not contain several occurrences of a variable) w.r.t. one binary rule is quite easy 
by comparing this term and the unfolding of the one-counter tree automaton. The 
depth of this unfolding depends linearly on the depth of the linear goal (i.e. 
depth (unfolding) = a x depth (linear goal) + b). 
Within the following Prolog program, termination, solvability, and the existence of 
a finite number of most general solutions are decidable (cf. [l 11). 
l7: P( fact). 
P(left+-P(right)). 
tP(goa1). 
where “left” and “right” are any terms, and fact and goal are linear terms. Moreover, 
the set of the most general solutions of such programs can be finitely characterised by 
some finite and “simplified” unions of weighted systems and flat systems. 
Example 5.5. Let us look at the following binary rule which can generate no infinite 
resolution according to the failure rule of solvability of weighted systems: 
P(f(f(4 X)3 Y))-P(f( K f(X, b))). 
The computation of the weighted system can be presented as follows (see Fig. 16). 
This binary rule can generate some sequences of inferences with length less than 
5 because its weighted system is solvable iff the size of the interval of interpretation is 
less than 5: 
a:r/tf-CjAx +--++QIH:h * 
.9=[1,5]: X,=qs=a and X,=H,=b. 
Remark 5.6. The weighted graphs [ 1 l-1 31 are the most general fixpoints of the binary 
rules. All loop-generating rules (i.e. which can generate infinite resolution) has a 
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computable and characteristic weighted graph. Moreover, all finite sequence of 
inferences w.r.t. one loop-generating rule is ranged across by a finite interpretation of 
its weighted graph. However, the constraints concerning the variables whose indices 
are close to the bounds are not clearly expressed. 
On the other hand, the weighted systems are, roughly speaking, the weighted 
graphs with internal variables. These additional variables allow to fully express such 
sequences of inferences, even the unsolvable ones. In other words, all rule (loop- 
generating or not) have a computable weighted system whose interpretation charac- 
terises perfectly the simplified constraints of a finite, infinite or bi-infinite sequence of 
inferences according the finite, infinite or bi-infinite interval of interpretation. The 
“side effects” (i.e. constraints of variables whose indices are close to the bounds) are 
well expressed because of the internal variables. This is the main difference between 
the definition and properties of the weighted systems and those of the weighted 
graphs. 
Example 5.7. The simplified weighted system of the rule, p(f(X), X)+p(X,X), is 
(see Fig. 17). 
According to the occur-check of weighted systems, this binary rule can generate some 
sequences of inferences with length less than 2 because its weighted system is solvable 
iff the size of the interval of interpretation is less than 2: 
1 
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6. Conclusion 
This study establishes that the objects manipulated by binary rules have a particu- 
lar and computable structure. Moreover, this structure can be graphically repres- 
ented. This allows a better understanding of such Horn clauses, i.e. the elementary 
recursivity in logic programming. 
The weighted graphs [ 1 l-l 31 are an approximation to their structure. They can be 
used for proving termination and time complexity of a class of Horn clauses. More- 
over, De Schreye has defined a sophisticated and practical adaptation of the unifica- 
tion of weighted graphs based on the Colmerauer’s algorithm [lo]. This algorithm 
can be used in an efficient way for checking the termination of concrete queries with 
a linear overhead at run time. 
The weighted systems are a powerful extension of the weighted graphs. The 
definition and the properties of the weighted systems of equations have been obtained 
from a simple extension of the flat systems and their algorithms within an iterative 
interpretation. However, even if their expressive power is better than that of weighted 
graphs, the formalism and the proofs are easier to write and to understand. It seems 
that this work can be easily adapted to different kinds of weighted relations. We are 
studying also some weighted relations using arrows as follows, X----t ’ Y, wheref is 
a linear function:f‘(i)=a x is b (in this paper, we have assumed the constant a to be 
equal to 1). We have established the undecidability of the equivalence of such 
extended weighted relations. A corollary of the result is the undecidability of halting 
problem of derivations with respect to one binary Horn clause. In other words, let the 
class of Horn clause programs in the following form be: 
p( left)+p(right). 
:-p(goa1). 
where “left”, “right” and “goal” are any terms. Then there is no algorithm which, given 
any such program, can decide in a finite number of steps whether or not the resolution 
stops. The proof is based on unpredictable iterations of periodically linear functions 
within number theory [14]. 
Even if any set of Horn clauses has an equivalent operational form composed of 
only three facts and one linear rule (p(left)+q(t), p(right).), any linear recursive rule 
(p(left)+qi(ri),...,p(right) , . . . . q,,(t,,).) can be partially characterised by weighted 
systems. In other words, the structure of the objects manipulated by such rules is an 
instantiation of the computable structure of rule “p(left)+-p(right).“. We think that the 
weighted systems could be a powerful and efficient tool in logic programming, 
especially for mode inference. 
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